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Sports expenditures
lower than perceived
By Andy Bean
Staff Writer
In response to accusations by state
'legislators and a public perception.
that athletics are overfunded, the
president's office released the most
recent figures comparing the funding
of athletics and academic affairs for
the past five years.
University of Maine Athletic
Director Kevin White said, "There's
so much misinformation out there.
- the-UMaine budget has_ decteased_
from 4.3 percent to 3.4 percent.-_ _
UMaine President Dale Lick said
he understands why the public 
believesathletics are being overfund-
ed but said the claims are
unwarranted.
"It is a natural reaction for peo-
ple to equate the success of programs
with increased funding ... but no one
has come forward with numbers to
support that," Lick said.
"The fact is, it's still the poorest
funded program in New England."
'People are led to believe that athletics are the
root of all financial problems and that's simply
not true. The numbers speak for themsleves, '
Kevin White
Director of Athletics
The release also stated that other
New England universities (excluding -
UMaine and Vermont) receive an
average of $3.9 million from E & G
funds. That's 41 percent more than
UMaine receives for its program.
Vice President for Administration
Tom Aceto said, "I've heard a rumor
going around that the University of
Maine shortfall of $1.1 million is
because athletics is over spent. That's
— just garbage ..hetea.tha truth to
that."
Lick has also been questioned
about the use of his discretionary
fund and the university's allocation
of private funds.
(see SPORTS on page 5)
"People are led to believe that
athletics are the root of all the finan-
cial problems and that's simply not
true. The numbers speak for
themselves. "
According to the figures, the
athletic department accounts for a
smaller percentage of the total educa-
tion and general fund budget than it
did five years ago, while the academic
affairs' budget has increased by 72.5
'percent over the same period. ---
Academic Affairs' budget of $26.5
'million in 1985 is now $.45.7 million.
The athletic department's share of
the E&G fund has increased from $2
million for the fiscal year 1985 to $2.7
million in 1990, but the total share of
Crabtree/Mendros
win GS elections
13, Damon Kiesow
Staff Writer
Chad Crabtree and Stavros Men-
dros are, unofficially, the new presi-
dent and vice president of the Univer-
sity of Maine Student Government,
obtaining 48 percent of the votes.
Gunnar Christensen and Ed Glover
finished second with 36 percent.
Write-in candidate Dwight Dorsey,
running alone, came in third with T5
wee-fit.
Dorsey was also a write-in can-
didate for Residents on Campus. He
won that position, with running mate
Barbara Homer, unofficially, with
226 votes.
Tom Karod and Brian Pike came
in second for ROC with 122 votes.
They also were write-in candidates.
"We are really happy with the way
things turned out," said Crabtree,
"but we are not going to sit back and
gloat. We have to get out and get stu-
dent government running again."
Gunnar Christensen said that while
"we are obviously disappointed"
with the results, he and Ed Glover
would continue to work in student
government.
"They'll (Crabtree and Mendros)
do well in student government," he
said, "but you won't see any dynamic
leadership. — _
Dwight Dorsey, reached at home
Tuesday night, said that while he was
pleased with winning ROC, he had
really wanted the student government
presidency.
Dorsey also told the Campus that
he was considering filing two official
complaints on Wednesday, before the
3:30 deadline.
"I have a couple of complaints
about people in voting areas influen-
Khristen Bucknam, of Dedham, Mass., and Bronweu Taylor, of Westford,
Mass., take a jog during yesterday's springlike temperatures.
cing votes." he said.
He also questioned the fact that there
were still campaign flyers up in York Com-
mons on Tuesday.
Dorsey was removed from the student
government ballot on Monday for not tur---
ning in his campaign expenditures, as is re-
quired by all candidates, before the 12 p.m.
deadline.
"If I can't be five minutes late, then why
can they leave flyers up?" he asked.
Alicia Fencer, chair of Fair Election
Practices Commission, said Monday, "He
didn't have his expenditures in by noon.
We are crossing his name off all the
ballots."
"I passed them in around 12:05,"
Dorsey said. "If they were that picky about
five minutes, they should have been more
picky about some other things."
However, Dorsey wasn't upset that his
name was crossed off the ballots.
"I understand it. It was my fault," he
(see ELECTIONS page 7)
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STUDENT AID RECIPIENTS
New changes to Federal regulations require that
all new borrowers under the Stafford/GSL and
Supplemental Loan for Students attend an
entrance interview/loan counseling session.
This affects only those students who have
borrowed or will borrow a Stafford/GSL or
Supplemental Loan for Students for the FIRST
TIME at the University of Maine during the
1989-1990 academic year. Those students who
have borrowed under these programs at the
University of Maine during prior years are
exempt from these new requirements.
If you are a new borrower, you WILL NOT receive
your Stafford/GSL check until you have attended
one orthe entrance inMrviewifolri-etitillgErrt
sessions. If you have already attended one of
these sessions at the Orono campus. you will uot —
be required to attend again,
-
DATES AND TIMES FOR LOAN
COUNSELING SESSIONS
WED FEB 14 4:00-5:00 FFA ROO'
TUE FEB 27 3:00-4:00 N LOWN ROOM
All Sessions will be held
at the Memorial Union
Thursday's Specia
Lasagna
Fond
Only $5.25
Coffee: facts about the
potent, popular beverage
By Simon Varney
Courtesy of Bangor Daily News
It wakes the sleepy and picks up the
down and out, and until recently, the
hot, brewed, deep brown liquid was the
nation's most popular beverage.
Millions of Americans thrive on cof-
fee's ability to give that needed lift. The
active ingredient, caffeine, stimulates
the nervous- system, and speeds up the
body's metabolisni.
Over the last 10 years, researchers
have done battle in the "coffee
wars," and some of the accusations
that coffee aggravates a variety of
ailments have been dropped. Taken in
A generous plateful of pasta,
cheese and fresh lean meat
smothered in David's own
sauce. Plus oven warmed garlic
bread and cold, crisp salad for
a budget pleasing price.
•
A Unique llalian Restaurant
28 Mill St. Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200
N. , fr Creffeirre -jolt-poses-no
threat to brain or body, some claim.
"It is a stimulus, " said William
Valleau, professor- of zoology—at--
UMaine. The increased alertness and
improved concentration coffee brings
explains its popularity, he said.
Botanists identify two main species of
the coffee shrub: Coffea robusta and
Coffea arabica.
The rubusta strain is hardier, more
impervious to bad weather and plant
disease. Experts describe its taste as
harsh, rubbery, even a hit like cereal.
Consequently, robusta is processed in-
to instant and bargain-blend coffees.
Arabica beans are reserved for the
world's premium coffees — the fme
aroma and full body of Colombian cof-
fee or the slightly harsher, lighter and
thinner Brazilian blend.
Susan Anderson, owner of the Old
World Gourmet Shop in Bangor, said
she sells "tons of coffee." Plantation
Kenya AA — a rich African bean, and
Cafe Noisette are two of her customers'
favorites.
Anderson said she was a tea toter
before she bought the gourmet shop six
years ago. Shiiince has sampled all the
beans and has become a coffee junkie.
"They really do all taste different,"
Anderson said. She said employees in
the shop took great pride in naming an
unidentified pot of coffee. It is very im-
portant, she said, to keep non-brewed
coffee fresh. Beans kept in the freezer
retain their oils, from which flavor
seeps.
Literature on the effects of coffee is
contradictory. One report may stress the
negative effects, while another dismisses
such claims.
True, caffeine also is found in tea,
soft drinks and chocolate; but it is from
coffee, which contains higher levels than
the other drinks, that most Americans
get tnef caffeine, so coffee has been the
butt of the bad rap.
Caffeine belongs to a class of
stimulants called methylxanthines,
which are natural ingredients of coffee,
tea, cocoa and kola beans.
Research has suggested coffee may
aggravate heart disease, birth defects,
breast lumps and cancer. New studies
have contradicted old ones, or turned up
flaws, and many of those claims have
been dismissed.
Valleau said people should appreciate
caffeine is a compound that causes
physiological effects. That's not to say
shakes and jitters are bad — they are
not, he said.
To be sure, there are some people who
should not drink coffee and who should
avoid caffeine altogether.
"There are a number people whose
heart rate increases; they shouldn't
drink it," Valleau said. An increase in
heart rate is not harmful for people who
do not have heart rhythm abnormalities.
The heart will undergo such palpitations
regularly. Once the caffeine is out the
441Am...heart rag_scq_trns to  normal..he
said.
Pregnant women should avoid caf-
_Ieine, as should nursing mothers.
"A nursing mother should never
drink coffee," Valleau said. "The
baby will get jitters from the
mother." Caffeine concentrations in
breast milk will rise above those in the
mother's blood, making an infant
wakeful and cranky.
lo People with ulcers are urged to avoid
Coffee because it irritates the stomach by
stimulating the secretion of gastric acid
and enzymes. Decaffeinated caffee is
not the answer for people with ulcers;
"decaf" stimulates acid secretion as
as regular coffee 
American coffee consumption has
dropped over the last 20 years, from
3.12 cups a day per person in 1962 to
fewer than two cups a day in recent
years. Soft drinks became the nation's
favorite beverage in the mid-1980s.
In 1962,75 percent of the population
drank coffee; that figure is slightly more
than 50 percent today. Many people
who still drink coffee have turned to
decaf. While only 3 percent drank decaf
in 1962, 25 percent of today's popula-
tion prefer the non-caffeinated variety.
Arthur Howard, owner of the
Greenhouse Restaurant in Bangor, said
his restaurant serves Folger's Coffee,
and 40 percent of- that served is
decaffeinated.
Though researchers have let caffeine
off the hook, an uneasy feeling persists
that if caffeine isn't bad for you, it
should be.
Shawn Frederick, 25, of Bangor has
started cutting down. "I just think too
much caffeine is bad for my system."
Frederick works overnight at Bangor In-
ternational Airport and said coffee helps
keep him attentive in the early morning.
He has cut back from five cups of cof-
fee a day to two or three. He has built
up a tolerance. "I can drink a cup of
coffee and then go to bed," he said.
Caffeine's biological activity allows it
to be called a drug. Richard Greenburg,
a microbiologist and director of the In-
stitute of Food Technologists Office of
Public Affairs, pointed out caffeine is
mildly addictive, though the condition
is not nearly as serious as most chemical
dependencies. 
"I drink three or four cups of coffee
a day," Greenburg said. "If I don't
have my coffee each day, I don't feel so
good."
Deaths attributed to caffeine overdose
are extremely rare, but it can be done
--74-cups-of coffee, 125 cups of tea or
200 cans of soda in a day is all it takes.
People who want a caffeine jolt, but
either don't like coffee or just don't
have time to drink it, should try
chocolate- covered espresso beans. "A
lot of people come in and get a bag to
keep them going." Anderson said.
These power pills pack twice the punch
and satisfy the sweet tooth.
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$ Federal Tax Returns —Due in Office of Student Aid$ by Aptil 15
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Bush hails Mandela's release
Department's top policymaker
on Africa said it may be time to
"make some gesture" toward
Pretoria to encourge further
progress in race relations.
On Sunday, Bush said his
mind was not made up on
whether to keep stiff U.S.
economic sanctions on South
',Africa's white minority-ruled
regime.
Bush said the release of the
African National Congress
leader after 27 years in prison
"is another important sign that
South Africa may soon begin
negotiating a democratic non-
racial society and at last be on
the way to ending apartheid
11,1_ to College Scholarship Service
by February 15 
by April 1
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
$ FINANCIAL AID-INFORMATION SESSIONS
Need help with your 1990-91 FAF?
Want more information on financial aid programs?
$
$
$
$
$
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush Tuesday called
the release from prison of
Nelson Mandela "another im-
portant sign that South Africa
may at last be on the way to
ending apartheid."
In a speech welcoming Denis
Sassou-Nguesso, the president
of the Congo, to the White
House, Bush also promised that
the United States will not
overlook Africa in its concern
with the events unfolding in
Europe.
"Africa's our friend, and
friends don't forget one
an___gthez,.:'  
_
Meanwhile, in television in-
terviews this morning, the State once and for all.
-
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$0$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$
$,
$ Financial Aid Form 
(FAF)
The Office afStudent Aid is offering help sessions on:
Monday, February 12 -12:00-1:00 COE Lounge
Thursday, February 15 - 4:30-5:30 COE Lounge
Tuesday, February 20 - 12:00-1:00 COE Lounge
All students, faculty and staff who will befilihg a 1990-91
  -FAF-are encouraged to attend.,
Summer
Camp
Jobs
Interviews on
Friday February 16th
From 9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.
North and South Lown
Rooms and FFA Room,
Memorial Ugion
"Some have suggested that
events in the rest of the world
including central Europe mean
that the United States will no
longer pay attention to Africa.
I can assure that everyone in
Atrica that this is not the
case," said Bush. He noted
he visited Africa three times as
vice president "and hopes to be
able to do so again."
Bush praised the Congolese
president's role in bringing
peace to southwest Africa.
Sassou-Nguesso called Bush a
"great figure" and heir to the
legacy of two centuries of
freedom. He also hailed
Manderias "a great symborot
dignity fol African men."
and said his release "ushers in
great prospects for the negotia-
tion of the future of South
African society."
Bush telephoned the newly
•liberated black leader on Sun-
day and invited him to visit the
White House. Afterwards,
Bush had only words of praise
for both Mandela and the man
who freed him, South African
President F.W. de Klerk.
"I'm not prepared to express
my views on sanctions at this
time," Bushlold reporters in
the Rose GaCden.
Asked if he believed it was
the sanctions that prompted de
—Ikterk's decision to release
Mandela, Bush replied,
"Maybe so. I don't know."
The assistant secretary of
state for African affairs, Her-
man Cohen, said on NBC-TV's
"Today" show Tuesday -
that while "sanctions played a
positive role in changing the
thinking of the white govern-
ment, ... the main reason for
changing policy down there is
what happened internally — the
pressure from the black majori-
ty, economic realities,
demographic realities. We just
helped nudge them along."
"I think we should (make
some kind of gesture) because
when progress takes place, we
---It-ouM try TO encourage more
(see MANDELA page 6)
CANDY is DANDY, but
TAPES won't rot your
TEETH!
Valentine Special this Mon. Tues. f. Wed
at
Dr. Records
ALL Cassettes $1.00 off
Dr. Records
20 Main St.
Orono
866-7874
Wilb€ - Steim
131-Sexual, LesbiaN, ('ay
Suppont Gnoup 
WEEk137 MECtiNq: rflURS. 15
6:30 pm SUVON LOUNcE
All Welcome.
National Condom Week
February 1 2- 1 6
Today is
Love Carefully Day
Come to the Union for:
*Info about Loving Carefully
*Condoms
*Condom Keychains
*Free Condom Sense Buttons
---16-64143AAAA
This mango brougirt to you by: National Condom Week Committee
Cutler Health Center
Residential Life
School of Human Development
Clip this ad and toko it to Cutler Health Center for a free Vet. Sex Kit.
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Recent thefts plague Fogler
By Kevin Tenggren
Staff Writer
Fogler Library personnel are concern-
ed with a breakout of thefts that has
plagued the library for the past several
month.
According to Joyce Rumery, head of
Access Services at the library, the thefts
began around mid-December when a
compact disc player was discovered
missing from the Lynch Room, located
on the second floor.
A "few weeks" after the theft of the
disc player, a Macintosh Computer,
worth approximately $2,000, was stolen
from the government documents office,
along with some software and manuals
Rumery said 
Then just two weeks ago an amplifier
was stolen from the listening center, also
located on the second floor, which wai—
estimated to cost from $300 to $500
Rumery said.
Rumery said the disc player and com-
puter "were probaly stolen sonzilltime
during the evening hours." It's not
known whether the amplifier was stolen
during the night or day.
"The amplifiers in the listening center
are covered with a dark lucite cover.
You have to lift the cover to actually see
the equipment. It could have happened
the morning it was found missing,"
she said.
Elaine Albright, director of libraries,
said the stolen equipment was not
covered by insurance and "more than
likely will not be replaced."
"I'm really concerned about it. Many
of us pride ourselves on living in Maine
because of the quality of life and trust
that we can have in each other and our
neighbors1.2iSlie_ said  "For  this
to happen at our institution is really sad.
It doesn't just hurt one or two people
it hurts everybody on campus. We are
a total resource for everybody."
Albright said the stolen disc player
was donated by Tom Lynch, a 1938
UMaine graduate. Lynch also donated
other disc players along with many
record albums with an agreement that
the room remain open to ;the public as
long as no material was stolen.
"Everything is his. He donated all of
it to the use of students. He was under
the impression that students would be
appreciative of the services and respect
it. I'm sure that's still the case. You
know it just takes a few, but at the same
time a few could walk away with a
whole room," Albright said.
Albright and Rumery said the library
is still experiencing some loss of books
even though there are book detecting
systems located at the two main
entrances.
"Book theft is really quite criminal in
myopinion because you're robbing the
mind. We are here for the mind. That's
worse than stealing equipment because
books disappear forever," Albright
said.
Albright also said it is unlikely that a
security guard will be hired to patrol the
library because of budget cuts the entire
university community is experiencing.
"We need a security guard. We don't
know if the economy will allow it,"
she said.
Although the thefts are still under in-
vestigation by UMaine police, Rumery
said library employees have been ques-
tioned and ruled out as suspects.
"I would be very surprised if
employees are involved because most of
what has happened creates more work
for the staff," she said.
Rumery said the thefts have been a
burden for staff as well as for the
students. "All of us suffer. It's definit-
ly a financial loss and it's also an in:
convenience for students. We also have
much less staff now. It's very hard to
spread them so thin, then they are not --
doing the job they have been hired -
for," she said.
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Rumery said smaller items, such as
plants, a small metal statue and some
computer cables have also been lifted
from the library.
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without obligation.
You'll develop the discipline, confidence and
decisiveness it takes to succeed in any career.
And you'll qualify to earn Army officer credentials
while you're completing your college studies.
ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For more information call 581-1126 or stop by room 114 of the Field House
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Vignettes Series off to start
ORONO - The Vignettes Series, part
of the multicultural programming effort
spearheaded by UMaine's Franco-
American Center, initiated its 1990 Series
Monday with a panel discussion on
"Standing Out and Standing Your
Ground: The'Interview Process."
The evening Vignettes presentation
took place in Knox Hall, East Campus,
in conjunction with East Campus
Residential Life programming. Gloria
Haley, Equal Opportunity Office, Jac-
ques Ferland, Professor of History, and
Yvon Labbe, Director of the Franco-
American Center, comprised the panel,
which spoke to a group of Knox Hall
residents on how being, different or
"standing out" in the context of the job
----interview can be accomplished by
becoming more aware of who you are
culturally., The panel related their ex-
periences as interviewers and inter-
viewees to the group of primarily first-
year students.
Acknowledging that job markets may
lead out of state, Deborah Stiles, student
coordinator of the Series, advised
stiklents to be aware of regional cultural
differences, and to use their heritages to
their advantage in interviews. "Speaking
as a native of 'the South:" she said,
Mainers have a reputation for being
resilient, pioneering types, "because they
can survive these winters!" Being aware
of who you are, whether it be cultutally
or regionally, is as necessary as the
resume in the interview.
"Personality" is also a factor in the
UNION.
'BOARD]
When reality takes a twist
and that twist is towards
Terror...you find -
Sunday, February 18th
-The Birds-
!Hitchcock Festival Part-1 1
Showtime:
2:0_0_pm
_LO1 Neville
Hall
FREE
Admission -Psycho-
MARSH ISLAND
PHOTOGRAPHY
CONTEST & EXHIBITION 
•U••LILJ••LHILILIII
ELIGIBILTY: Any UM/University College student,
faculty or staff member who is an
amateur photographer.
THEME: Any photo taken in the State of Maine.
ENTRIES DUE: Thursday, February 15 before 4p.m.
to the Director's Office, Memorial Union
DETAILS: Memorial Union Director's Office,
or call 581-1731.
Sponsors The Union Board and the University Art Collection
MEET ME AT 7.4._ a.,...,..,_
process, according to panel member Jac-
ques Ferland. "If you can make a link
conversationally," he said, the impres-
sion made will be more lasting. Ferland
told the group of his experiences as a late
bilingual (learning English in his teens),
as did Yvon Labbe; Gloria Haley touch-
ed on other issues of gender, culture, and
age which may arise in a job interview.
The Vignettes Series is an ongoing,
educational series of programs, organiz-
•Sports
ed by student groups at the Franco-
American Center, and sponsored in part
by East Campus Residential Life. The
1990 Series theme is "Diversity: The Key
to Me. The Key to You." The next pair
of Vignettes presentations will take place
February 12th and 19th, with two panels
on "S op 1992?" - discussions on the
controassy surrounding the planned ses-
quicentennial celebrations of Columbus'
discovery of the New World.
A 336,000 settlement with
_
women's basketball coach Petet ett
and the purchase of championsitip rings
for the 1987 football team were !special-
ly criticized.
The figures rele4,sed state thit 15 per-
cent of his discretionary fund was used
for athletic purposes (including the
Gavett settlement and the rings) while
85 percent was used for non-athletic
purposes over the past three years. _
"When people came asking for the
discretionary breakdown, we gave them
continued from Rage 1)
the 85 and 15 percent," Lick said,
"but they chose to make Something out
of the 15."
Private fundraising for the fiscal year
1989 totaled 12.2 million for the Univer-
sity of Maine, of which 92 percent went
to non-athletic projects and 8 percent
was used for athletics.
Aceto said, "I think these questions
need to be asked (about athletic spen-
ding), but I hope once answers are pro-
vide I hope people can move on to other,
more important issues.
Correction
In the Feb. 12-13 edition of the Maine Campus, it was amazingly, but gross-
ly inaccurately stated that there would be a drug drive for Mt.CanDo. The pro-
ject is, in fact, a canned good drive. The Campus deeply regrets the error in
typesetting.
[The Stand-up Chameleon":
11'
UNION
BOARD
• ftrtlb ktEr4
presents '4
Jatkson-Gillman
Saturday, Feb. 17th
Showtime! 9:00 pm
Admission; $2.00
•Open to All
Damn Yankee
- Cash Bar with
Maine II)
Comeidy Comtdy Cmintdy
• V.
-;
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Mandela
 
(continued from page 3)
progress," Cohen said.
"The legislation we're working under
provides for relaxation of sanctions
when there is progress. I think we're
rapidly reaching that point, but we're
not going to make any decisions until
we've consulted very closely with the
Congress because it's a major political
decision," the State Department of-
ficial said.
Speaking on ABC's "Good Morning
America," Cohen said "what we real-
ly care about is encouraging further pro-
gress. If that means relaxation of sanc-
tions, fine."
Two lawmakers, also appearing on
"Today," indicated that Congress
would move cautiously in lifting the
sanctions.
"I think the talk is premature and I
suspect that it will continue for a while,: 
but people ought to consider the fact
that the talk (recently in Congress) was
that more sanctions ought to be impos-
ed," said Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind.
"One factor perhaps in the timing of all
this was to avoid debate in the U.S.
Congress."
Rep. William Gray tbe
House majority whip, said: "The law is
very specific in terms of its requirement
before the president can be making a
recommendation. I'm not sure that
there has been a compliance with all of
those (requirements)."
Utviains_ has action 
plan for storms
ORONO, Maine - Maine winters are
harsh. It's a fact, and the University of
Maine seldom cancels classes oi doses
offices because of weather conditions.
However, when snow or ice storms, or
other weather-related situations pose
potential threats to safe travel, the
university has an action plan to make the
most appropriate decision, depending on
conditions and forecasts, and to alert
faculty, staff and students in reasonable
time.
Authority for cancelling classes and
closing offices due to inclement weather
rests solely with the President of the
University of Maine, and the decision is
made based on the recommendation of
the appropriate vice presidents. The
recommendation is made after con-
sulting with the directors of Public Safe-
ty and Facilitates Management, the
Maine State Police and the National
Weather Service. Whenever possible, the
decision is made and announced three
hours prior to the effective time of the
closing.
Notification is carried out by the
Department of Public Affairs, which
contacts approximately 15 radio stations
and requests that the Quin-nation an-
nouncement be broadcast. Stations in
Bangor, Brewer, Ellsworth, Belfast, Lin-
coln, Millinocket and Dover-Foxcroft, as
well as the campus station, are contacted
and asked to air the announcement.
The Public Safety Department.
581-4040, will also have information on
any weather-related cancellations and
closings at the university.
University of Maine class/svork
cancellations apply to the Orono and
Bangor campuses. University operations
in other regions should follow the dos-
ing procedures of the University of
Maine System campus nearest their
location.
For more information about the
cancellation plan or a list of the radio
stations contacted, call the Public Af-
fairs Department, 581-3747.
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Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
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• Elections
(continued from page 1)
said. "I can see Alicia's point. She was
trying to be fair."
Dorsey was upset however that West
Campus ran out of ballots before voting
closed.
Fencer said Tuesday night that she
didn't think that was a major problem.
"I was contacted by a poll worker at
Wells," she said, "and immediately
brought over ballots."
Kurt Meletzke and Devin Anderson
were also dropped from the ballot. They
were unanimously removed, by the
FEPC, for failing to attend a mandatory
candidate's meeting.
While various senators voiced support
for these actions, they still had reserva-
 slUfkr-sucnit
GiflAT WELL, 50.1677frES
4445 IT 7HE GUYS AXX11.12
XX HAD DARE frIE 70
R2, GO AWOL FOR
51R? OREWSKIS
 "She (Fencer) has been right on target
the whole way," said Cumberland
Senator Tom Magadieu. "She has been
a hard-liner."
Magadieu did disagree with one
FEPC ruling, however.
"The only thing I would argue
with," he said, "is letting people cam-
paign outside the voting areas."
Off Campus Senator Gary Atwood
also questioned letting such campaign-
ing continue.
"I hope the FEPC sits down and
rewrites the rules," he said.
Gunnar Christensen, off campus
senator, expected the guidelines to be
worked on after the elections.
"If they change the FEPC guidelines,
whith they should do, there should be
a stipulation that you can campaign 100
feet away from the polling place."
Christensen said, that way, the
guidelines would match state law.
THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSMATION
MEMORIAL PROSRAM.
VIESISTEM
American Heart Association
This space provided as a pudic service
Are you denying
yourself
a better shot
at grad school?
Okay, it may be too late to get
a4 0 Butitsnottoolatetotryto
do better on your LSAT GMAT,
GRE, or MCAT. For that, there's
Stanley H Kaplan.
No one has prepped more
students than Stanley H. Kaplan
Our test-taking techniques and
educational programs have
prepared over 1 million
students
So whatever grad school
exam you're taking, call us.
Remember, the person next to
you during your exam probably
took a Kaplan course.
1KAPLAN
STANLE V H KAPI AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD
DON T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT—BE ONE
_
8Editorial
Head-start
T he so-called "Election from Hell, Part II" isover. Chad Crabtree and Stavros Mendros areour new Student Government leaders.
It has been a sequel which almost lived up to it's
predecessor. Last December's election was noteable for
many things, not the least being the errors in judgement
by the Fair Election Practices Comission.
The main allegations concerned certain deadline ex-
tensions allowed by the FEPC and the practice of let-
ting candidates campaign outside voting areas.
The senate thought the questions were serious enough
to warrant the nullification of the election.
This time around the FEPC made it clear what the
rules of the game were, and how they would be played.
In January the FEPC had a meeting at which they
discussed and clarified their interpretations of the elec-
tion guidelines. FEPC chair Alicia Fencer made it very
clear in her report to the senate that the rules would be
strictly enforced.
Kurt Meletzke and,Devin Anderson found that out
soon enough:. -
After they missed a mandatory candidate's meeting,
they were removed, by unanimous vote of the FEPC,
from the ballot.
Monday afternoon, Dwight Dorsey also became a vic-
tim of the FEPC's new vigilance.
After he failed to turn in his campaign expenditure
report by 12:00, as the guidelines requi— r'-'t;-11e-ivas
notified that he too was off the ballot.
Dorsey's removal had an added impact to the elec-
tions because he was also running, unopposed, for
Residents on Campus.
The removal of Dorsey, and his ROC running-mate,
Barbra Homer, left ROC without any official
candidates.
While these measures may seem extreme, they were
correct. If student government wants students to take
them seriously they have to take themselves seriously.
The FEPC has a head-start in that category. You can
bet that next year the meetings will be attended and all
the deadlines will be met.
7,7*
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What is romance?
It began and it ended with a
dance.
Almost pfour years ago we
danced our first of many cheek-
to-cheeks. Some of them were
at dances, some were in the liv-
ing room, and yet others were
on the street in the middle of
the night.
Some of them were long,
some short.  Some of them end-
ed with a clumsy dip, but all of
them ended With a kiss. Some
of them long, some short. All
of them true.
After every step, after every
day, after every song, after
every moment together we
knew we had become experts in
romance.
We lived romance every day
whether we wanted to or not. It
was ours and no one else's.
Romance was always there.
We saw couples joke, laugh,
and carry on, but never did it
seem they joked, laughed or
carried on as much as we did.
"You can spot the couples
who are romantic and in love.
You can spot them for
miles," she would say.
People who knew us said
they could easily spot it in us.
We wondered if other people
had such fun and romance in
their lives.
Did they give each other
cards every week? Did they
decide at the spur of the mo-
ment to go away and explore a
new place, taste, or lifestyle?
Did they make one another din-
ner? Did they dance in the mid-
dle of a snowstorm? Did they
wake each other up at midnight
to wish one another a Happy
Birthday as soon as the new day
began?
We found out others did the
same thing, but not exactly. It
was all a matter of perception.
Same outcome only a different
story.
We found some addressed
romance through sex. Others
Steve Pappas
used flowers. Some would
charter flights and go to exotic
places and do amazing things.
Others lived a story book
romance. Some just read the
story book to each other.
Regardless of perception,
romance makes all the people in
love happy.
"We would bundle up and
go out into the snowstorms,"
one romantic said.
"We would go hiking up a
hill, bring a picnic dinner, drink
wine and wait for the sun to go
down," another explained.
"We looked at cows in the
countryside," another said.
"We danced. We danced a
lot,'' I said.
But we all realize, at one
point or another that romance
is something more than just do-
ing special things. It's doing the
right thing at the right time with
the right person. Using this sim-
ple premise, with those three
basic criteria, romance is truly
everywhere.
So, now we look toward
Saint Valentine's Day. The one
day per year we are supposed to
be romantic and caring to those
we love.
As if we need an excuse?
Some look toward the four-
teenth of February as if it were
a holiday. The day of days. A
day when we can be together,
buy gifts, and do special things.
A day to be romantic?
In reality, shouldn't every
day be a Saint Valentine's Day?
Why do we need one day, in
the dead of winter, to celebrate
love and romance by putting on
red clothes, eating candy, and
spending money on things we
should be giving all the time?
Remember when you were a
kid in grade school-. Romance
and love were the "icky"
words. Saint Valentine's Day
meant you got one Valentine
from every person in the class,
so no one felt badly. More
times than not; however, the
kids who were disliked got hor-
rendous cards._ 
It's not simple, stupid
anymore. Now it's just stupid.
People who don't have a valen-
tine feel rotten all day. And
people who do special things
fidIcittees because they should
have done these things all year.
Off cloud nine, Valentine's
Day is supposed to be the day
when the birds choose their
mates for the springtime
whoopie extravaganza.
It's changed, of course. It's
a capitalist ploy to make money
instead of love. It's not simple.
It's not practical. And, in
theory, it's an insult to those_
who do do the right thing at the
right time with the right lerson.
So, we danced a quid dance
in the driveway two days before
Christmas. There was rc mance
up until the last mome it our
paths strayed thousands of
miles apart.
It did end with a dip, and a
kiss. One of them short, sine of
them long. All of it true.
—The spirit of romano' and
thought behind this column is
dedicated to my close friends in
Hannibal Hamlin who deserve
a special valentine today
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Response
An ambitious effort
To the editor: Maine mall, from 9 a.m. to 3
Pm.
VOICE (Volunteers Organiz- The collected cans will be
ed in Community Efforts), a donated to area soup kitchens,
campus-wide organization in- homeless shelters, and food
vol \ ed in creating and mat- cupboards. The theme of the
ching volunteer opportunities drive is "Mt.CanDo, " and we
with those who want to will be trying to build a moun-
volunteer, is sponsoring one of tam n with all the cans collected.
the largest canned good drives There will be a "ski lodge" with
that this campus has ever seen. hot cocoa and coffee for those
It is going to be held on who donate. ,
Wednesday, February 14 in This is more than just a stu-
middle of the unrvetsity Of—alfrlietTOrt. It is an entire- earn-
GEORGE BUSH & MIKHAIL GORBACHEV
[Letters to the edttor _should _bk 30C words or. less, and  ,sluest columns about 450 words. For verification purposes,giiiirne., address ancLphone numberAnust accompany letters.
pus and community effort. We
are enlisting the help of
students, faculty, administra-
tion, and the surrounding com-
munity. The K100 radio station
has asked to be a drop-off point
for canned goods the day of the
drive.
The organization or depart-
ment that donates the most
cans will receive a pizza party
from the Old Town House of
Pizza. For individuals who
wouia nice to contriout4-we are
having a raffle, and for every
can brought in, one ticket will
be given. The raffle prizes in-
clude tickets to Sugarloaf
Mountain, athletic sportswear,
and other items.
Please be a part of this great
event. Thank you.
Sheri Badger
Jim Moorhead
Shari•Raposa
Tom Magadieu
bishop
DESMOND M TUTU
No time to relax
To the editor:
We, the members of the
MPAC Subcommittee on
Southern Africa, are greatly en-
couraged by _the latest turn of
events in South Africa: the lif-
ting of most of the repressive
restrictions under the brutal
state of emergency, the unban-
ning of the African National
Congress and other liberation
groups, and the freeing
from prison of Nelson Mandela
and some of the other political
prisoners. This is alubstantial_
victory for anti- aparthied
_ 
• -
forces in South Africa and
_
throughout the world.
Nevertheless, while we
celebrate, we recognize that the
foundations of the racist system
of apartheid remain in place:
black Africans cannot vote, 86
percent of South African land
is defined as "white land, "
blacks can be arrested and held
in detention without charges,
etc. South Africa is still not free.
Anti-apartheid resistance
within South Africa and inter-
national economic sanctions
have been instrumental in
achieving these latest victories.
We at the University of Maine,
through our successful cam-
paigns to divest $5,000,000 of
University and Maine Founda-
tion holdings in South Africa,
have played a modest but
significant part in these anti-
apartheid developments. This is
not the time to relax our
resistance by removing, as pro-
posed by President George
Bush, sanctions and investing in
institutionalized and legalized
racism. "No one can be free un-
til all are free."
Jennifer Eldridge
Sheila Cook
Philip Kuns
Mustafa Cayci
Donovan Deakin
Angeson Chinosiy-ani
Mike Brown
Suebeth Faulkner
Ben Thelwell-
Jenine Serviolo_ _ _ 
Chris Koliander
Doug Allen
Space. The final frontier.
We've mapped and explored
every square inch of the earth;
now we are turning our atten-
tion outward. Space explora-
tion plays a crucial role in many
visions of the future. So it
comes a nasty shock to realize
that humanity's tendency to
pollute is ruining this once
pristine domain. Yes, folks,
Jim Kirk and Buck Rogers are
just like us in at least one
respect; they too have a garbage
problem.
Space pollution doesn't seem
like a problem at first glance.
Space is big (the farthest objects
are about 10 billion light-years
160 billion trillion miles] away)
and space is empty. That's a lot
of space to fill up with junk;
besides, it's taking everything
we've got just to ruin one crum-
my little planet. So what is there
to worry about? Well, consider
these facts:
Mg of space
The Global I 
• The North American anti-
missile radar system is tracking
about 6,000 objects in orbit.
Only 5 percent are operating
satellites. The rest is junk.
• Kosmos 1823, a Soviet
satellite, exploded in orbit.
Scientists believe it was due to
a collision with orbiting debris.
• In 1983, a small dent was
discovered on a window of the
Space Shuttle Challenger. The
window had to be replaced
before the Shuttle could be re-
used. The culprit? A tiny paint
chip.
Thousands of objects have
been discarded in orbit. These
include dead satellites, spent
fuel boosters, clamps, explo-
sion bolts, and yes, sewage.
(You didn't think astronauts
brought it back, did you?)
There are also several million
metal fragments orbiting the
earth, which are a result of ex-
periments and explosions in
space. Many of these explo-
sions were deliberate, part of
both American and Soviet anti-
satellite testing. And each col-
lision between two large chunks
of debris results in more tiny
fragments.
Why are these fragments
dangerous? To get an object in-
to orbit, rockets must attain a
velocity of 5 miles per second.
Objects in low orbit retain most
of their velocity; otherwise,
they would fall back to earth.
As a result, each fragment of
space junk has a great deal of
kinetic energy. A particle the
size of a marble, travelling at 5
miles per second, carries a hand
grenade's impact. A collision
with such an object could easi-
ly destroy a satellite or damage
the Shuttle, the Space Telescope
or the soon-to-be-built space
station. And an astronaut on a
spacewalk could easily be kill-
ed by a particle as small as a
paint chip.
If we continue to polhife
space at our present rate, by the
year 2000 there will be a 5 per-
cent chance that any given
satellite will be struck by an ob-
ject the size of a coin every
year. Space could actually
become unsafe for human use.
What can we do about it?
Solutions range from the com-
monsense to the exotic. Some
suggest rigging rocket boosters
to automatically re-enter the at-
mosphere after delivering their
payloads, so that the boosters
will burn up before reaching the
ground. Discontinuing anti-
satellite tests is also a possibili-
ty. And there's one proposal
that we build a robot which
would collect orbiting debris,
add it to its own structure, and
eventually burn itself up in the
atmosphere. Some have pro-
posed that we turn space into
private property and let free
enterprise do its magic (which
sounds illogical, if you look at
what is done down here in the
name of free enterprise).
Whatever the solution, it is like-
ly to be expensive and thus
unpopular.
Waste in space is like waste
on the ground; costly and hard
to dispose of safely. We must
claim responsibility for space
pollution if we wish to continue
using space. The nations of the
world must devise policies to
minimize the amount of gar-
bage they spew into space. If
this is not done, we may have
to tell our children that the final
frontier will be closed—because
it just got too dangerous.
For more information:
"Curbing Pollution in Outer
Space." Technology Review,
January 1986, pp. 89. "Space
Junk." Technology Review,
August/September 1988, pp.
13-14.
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Micp -
You axe a WONOERfUl
PERSON.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
Love, 11W
If you see SteppaNie
Zell Pen to call
'Cobb IN 206
We Low You Dabby -
Love - ggic 144b al4kriba
Howie -
Happy V-Day!
You'ne awesome!
thaNks fOR evenytpiNg.
Love ya!
PumpkiNpeab
to the fUtURE MMM:
11 you be my valeNtiNe
FOR tile 5tp time
I love you too mucP
Pantiens Of tile Pab:
Pelle, Buiviless, Bob Z,
Bum-Bum, EtC...
A qnaNb V-bay to all!
WELCOME tO ALL NEW
MEMBERS OF tHE ELILE!
Bill - You'ne ONE IN 11,000
Babge - Nice Bnuises! Spillen
NeckiN'
Aka Pear('
LUC
I love you;
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
Fool!
Pnetty SERIOUS hUh?
tAPIO NORA -
You ane trje oNly ONE fOR me.
MiNa RakastaN SiNua
Lots Of Low
Kelly
Dean Scoob -
I love you will) all my Peant
aNb always will...
You ane my ONE aNb oNly aNb
I waNt you lobe IN My life
foneven. You ane tPe most
impontaNt pant Of my life aNb
make me pappien tpaN I even
tryougpt tpat 1 coulb be.
Love always...BeaNte
w...011". 110.111=00"--"tills10
Jackie -
Hey cpicky - Have a gneat
V-Day! WE love yal
-Hel
Jessica -
Let's play pattycakes
Rogen
thabbeus -
You've toucpeb a place IN ist,
!want aNb Nettie me come
alive. ttiaNk you on bEiNc
sucp a special pant Of MY Most
ChERiShet) MEMORIES. tpose
times togeThen wene mucP too
spont, but thOUghtS Of you
aNb I baNce oven I OVER aga.iN
IN My miNt) to bniNg you
WOOBIE-
Hi! I waNteb to say I love
YOUR flOWER, I meaN you! Be
a goob gin! NOW. MakiN1
Mit. Happy
Dean Doyen -
My love is NEVER ENDiNQ,
tPnouctj all tpat's beeN saib
aNb boNe. OUR abnesses may
chaNge, but my love will
nemaiN the SaME. maN'
ca N be companeb to NONE.
ME
D.S. -
I eNjoy tpe timeWE speNb
togetpen. Happy ValeNtiNe's
Day!
EO
P.S. - Not sonny I killeb tile
bemoN.
13000-t1N -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day.
Law. GEORQE
roa tileN 
agecR .utest BUSINESS
M 
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day.
Happy 2 wail aNNIvensaRy.
low, Cutie
FlouNben -
Happy ValeNtiNes Day!
LOVE, MRS F.
No2 -
07aNks fOR the MEMORIES
aNb all tile peants you've put
IN my book!!!
1 Love You!!!
Love, Ramy
rim Haley -
ONCE ac,aiN I am sonny about
The joke! tPe t-sPint is ON the
close* to me eacif bay. 4 Miglic-
-wwit--Happy-V-Day
you, aNb Pope to see you Love, Amy/AN N le
agaiN veny SOON.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
CPnissy Kimmy Baspam
alias Bluebenny QueeN!
Love, Casey
to oun little Buttenball -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
Bill E citaiq
Happy V-Day - GIRIS IN 52
Yonk!
Let's Panty!
CKB IN 303 P.
Heatpen. I love aNb miss you.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
Casey
BE my sweelPeant, you silly  
Rabbit!
Happy V-Day Manspa.
a Love, Casey
A Day IN tile Life
rpe toilet leaks most Of tile
time
ciNaP omits aN obon Not
lemoN Not liME
AND tPe bispes pile up to
about tile ceiliNg
Di Neebs some Of that gob
loviN'feeliNg
You'll mostly ONO bow' ON 
imat ROW
AND BM tras pleNty MORE'
00UchNUtS to SOW
Kim lost pen liceNse wpile
scammiNc, well isN't that DR011
aNID Cnaig Does MOSt Of his
spoppiNg IN the Cullen fisp
bowl
HAPPY VALENtINE'S DAY!
-Billy Cnaig-
PRINCESS FRED
be youn kNiQht IN OR Out
Of ShiNiNg aRMOUR
PRINCE DauNtless
Hey Bubba -
It's Dnill time! OooP,00P,00p.
Buuuuuub.
BEN -
I love you so mud') Mat I melt
at youn touch. But you tpiNk
you ane so cool wpeN you ane
Really a fool. I say 'tpene
yugo' aNb you pneteNb you
boN't kNOW! EVEN WheN
you'ne QUEER I always waNt
you Nean because to me
you'ne so veny bean.
Love, Lisa
to tnacy -
'pie ONE who mabe my life aNb
is my futune,
My love fOREVER -KEVIN
to StepP, SPelley, tenni, 1EN,
LORI aNb 1EN -
tpaNks FOR beiNQ MERE
WhEN I NEED to talk. I boN't
kNow pow you guys put up
wit!) me, aNb my obb ways.
All my love aNb FnieNbspip
tiNa
Berk  A KING -1 bat) a cReat time
wbeN we WERE tocetben. Let
ME kNOW if YOU'RE EVER IN the
anca amt) waNt to go out.
look 'WEiRb' NOW, SO you
WOU1DN't be embanasseb to be
SEEN wilt) me!
-Love, trje ANancpist wit1 Hie
BItCHIN' CAMARO!
StiNken -
'Ice FisPiNq suit!? DefiNitely
'UN usual!'
HAHA HAPPY V-DAY!
MAGGIE
SPelby -
HAPPY V-DAY! toNigtjt will be
FUN! St.P FOR 3!!
L.- HeI....BARF! HA!
tAN-FAC - Hope YOUR Day is
qneat!! St.P - fOR 3! - 3 weeks!
L - Hel
FOR All us bonN beNeatH aN
aNgny stall, lest we fonqet
how fnagile we ane.
UNCOMMON law'
The
ME
I'
1(
HE
be
DE
1-
CR)
Hi
ben
Coll
AN]
till
Sba
Sev
_K.c.
Da
_to-h
to
Just
goo
Et) -
You
caN
Hap
to(
golf
til
Rick
watl
beiN
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ME -
I will always love you.
Jr
RG -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!!
Heanb you WERE available I'll
be IN touch
Deart Pi Phi's
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day.
L.C.
CRYStAL -
HistoniNsWillShub-
benAstheyWRiteAboutOun
CollabonatioN.HAtE
ANDRILLICheneWillAlwaysBE
thiNgstoBneakIPERtlapsWe
ShallBneakrhemtogethen
SEVEN?
VIE PRIME MINISIER
-
DoN't fonget YOU MEAN alot
-to me-aND always-wilt
Love,M.
NelsoN -
Be OUR ValeNtiNe. You'ne
OUR sweetie!
'COE ciRIS IN apt. ;6
to SkuNk. Reamen. aNt) R-ReN:
Just because you'ne baRely
qoot)! Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
Love Teatha aNO 'Lis
Eb -
You MEAN MORE to me thaN
ca N say
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!
Love'Lizzanb
'Co the maN who lives above
the Mobile StatioN who
usually speNbs his weekeNbs
at Suqanloaf:
Come back to Cheepos! I miss
seeiNg youn sexy bob
Dauqhten aNt) Fellow
Classmate B-
YOU came thRouqh wheN WE
COUION't see we waNteb to
smoke but the papens felt
bnoke!
L - salt) hey! B - ca N Roll a l!
WE lauqheb, naN, aNto fell,
it was the Nicht fROM HELL.
We waNt you to kNow, we
thiNk YOU'RE Really swell.
Goob Luck,
L aNO C
It's hattO to be apant NOW.
But I'M thiNkiNg Of you-
aNO us. LookimG fonwanb to
a bRighten time like that
bay IN the pank.
BiNkly
Jackie -
Although the miles betweeN
us ane maNy, kNow that you
ane IN my !leant always. I love
you.
Kimmy
My oNly lastiNq love is you,
Molly!
Love, Bill
KRisteN Wells -
You ane a special PERSON.
this sucks, miss you.
Mank
Gumby -
it's too bat) OUR timiNq was
Off. I Really blew it this time
Always a frtieNbly L'r.'
to °Klee - (a possible futune
golfen)
rhnee weeks aNO it's back to
Rick's Cafe. 1 kNow the G.A. is
watchiNg always. rbaNkS fOR
bEiNg thene.
A possible futune GOlfER
.• : 1 le -%4.!..1-1. it •••• :t --; '
Kanet4 -
ON OUR finst I 4th
I am with you
iIN eveny thought amovemeNt,Youn beauty...
Bnight PassioNate
aND rnue
to nolD you close
IN my heant aNb bite
I love you
fROM QU€LIS
LDS -
I'm lookiNc fonwant) to this
weekeNb aNb severtal othens
to follow. Hene's to iNstiNct,
iNtnique, aNt) iNtimacy.
Heuneux jOUR be ValeNtiNe.
(VENus woulb appRove).
RLB
HoNey-B -
Please come back, its beeN
two weeks too loNc. Be my
ValeNtiNe tobay tomoRnow
aNb Foneven
I will love you always
FRebby-B
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day my
Delightful shallot Of SUMMERS
aNb SECRE/S, M gRaceful paRt-
Nen IN Quiet baNCES, my
WashiNgtoN SQUaRE poem, my
fnieNO, my love, my shliNka.
Dean PENNy -
rbe qrtouNt) shook,
aNt) the caRth stoot) still,
the bay you tolb ME, you
weneN't ON The pint
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
G.L.
Many
About YOUR pnebicameNt:
Imagtycw-to kNowl-suppont
youn DecisioN
jgeep4_
R.S. -
YOU xemiND me of mY finst
Wife. I haveNt beeN mannieb
yet.
Happy VD-TOMB, CL, DW, SY, •
CK, SP, GB, MS, IC, DD, AM, SO,
DH, IL, MR Of YORI(
Love - 'CH Yr
IIPOTSVILTIMeYou web
ME,
aNO bouNb me Nonni to slay. _
YOUR wanmth aNt) caniNg
suppont me,
FROM bay, to bay, to bay.
OUR love ca N oNly GROW,
FROM Nuntune aND CaRESS.
I live fOR you my love,
aNto OUR Name of Duff-N-s.
ON this bay Of bays to Owe,
—bless me with youn eyes.
I SURReNbER all My beiNG.
to be youn valeNtiNe!
AAAAAA414141
KaReN
About last Niqht, let's make
believe we WERE at the lake
aNt) oveRlook it.
Joe
SveN -
I am SupouviaN aND you axe
EvenytDiNc. LiNGER ON YOUR
Pale blue eyes.
Olqa
Happy V-Day U. I love you!
Joey (Mote's my smokes?)
Hanly -
Whene ane you? I Neeb you!
Love, tom
leN -
I'll NEVER let ME shampoo get
IN MY eyes agaiN. SEE YOU ON
the West Sibe.17A-CatiNg hum-
ble pie.
SteveN
Sweetcakes -
WheN ane WE GOING shopp-
iNg cow uNtwnwean? Be my
valeNtiNE aNb meet me IN the
back Room IN youn pajamas.
Sweet Oneams. Uh-oh! 'Sctw
ME.
xoxoxoWoofen
- 
- 
_
_
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SL Silven -
A ValeNtiNe so an away
Julius -
Be my ValeNtiNe.
Meet me ON thE 15th fOR luNch
Bnutus
Dviily -
OUR IOVE was like a fOUR leaf
cloven. 1NcibeNtally - it's OVER
Happy uN-ValeNtiNe's Day
Pete
LiNUS -
LookiNq fonwanb to
toNights sunpnisels). DoN't
tjolb back!
'the co Of ShRO'
J.H. 
-
I miss you!
B.1.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
to the RaNby Mat) Rutten
tOABB's toe A.S.A.P.
Sweetheant - -
Happy V-Day
Love, Quaid
to the DORK BLOB-
I MISS you folks! •
the buNgi, CORD is pulliNgi
-ONE half a twiN
to my couNseliNg gnoup ario
FRIENDS,
thaNks fOR beiNq Melte.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
the SileNt ONE
to t1GER -
I LOVE YOU VERY MUCH!
Okay Baby? - Mickey
Sanah
love you MORE Mari even
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
loNathaN  
JEN C. -
Be M valeNtiNe! I hope to
SEE you SOON!
LiNbeN
DHS -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!
Let's get iNto the Nubipie!
I love you, ALG
to Bup, my best FRIEND
I IOVE you always!
Love, tnicia
HAPPY 1/MIME'S
DAY CHF 351
If you see StephaNie
tell 17ER to call
tobb IN 206
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
to the bloNbe IN mAr 241
FROM Ott°
to Slappy ChEeks -
Love, Little Aubney (AKA)
to evenyoNe that bibN't Get a
pensoNal
this ONE'S fOR you
-M.D.
S.D. -
Keeps fOR is This that say to
hole fiNally,
LOVE, tniggen
to the ONE buNNy I'm Not
allengic to -
I tug my van-to-you
;Ow Dougen.. 
RAL -
SOMEtiMES IN life you just
have to pull DOWN youn paNts
aNt) SIIDE ON the ice. Follow
your{ wishes, so you DoN't
wake up ONE Day aNb
WONDER...
Mayon Of LyNchbung
tnacey-ANN
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
sto_p 
to SusaN,
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day. I am
so glab we ane back tocethen.
It seems like NO time has pass-
ED at all. I caN't wait to speNt•
the Rest Of my life With you
aNO I will still always love you
fOREVCR!
Love Mank.
Dean CAtHY-
1 kNow YOU'RE iNto aunal SEX,
but my phoNe bill is killiNcrme.
LX
to RyaN -
Happy 511)
-
 Love 1eN
K.q. -
DoN't fonget you MEaN alot
to me aNb always will.
Love, M.
Today is
'CO CS( -
You'Re the best! Hen's to
maNy MORE gneat times
togethen.
I love you, DAG
to my guy -
WheN 1 tPiNk Of you I thiNk Of
pumpenNickle bagels, colb
feet, gneat poNb, the big A I H
aNb Of how MUCh I love you
P.S. You owe me biNNen
to 1AP -
I thiNk you'ne sweet
1 tOiNk you'ne cneat
AND as. a Neice
You'ne finst Rate
 
 
Love_you„. AUNtle
to my big johN stub -
I just waNteb to let you aNO
evenyoNe else kNow that you
ane a majon StUDMUFFIN
Love YOUR 'Cupieboll'
-RhoNba.
Herm -
You always make me lose my
!Nab. Youn EVERIOVINQ
ValeNtiNe!
CaTheitiwe
Love Carefully Day
DiamoNb Dave D. -
I love you.
Foneven youns, 'Fnoggy'
tim
B.N. -
I'll always be MERE fOR you.
Love, Beth
SaNby -
t'haNks fOR beiNq thene
tram() baby
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
IcemaN
I love you
Hey!
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day ist
floon HaNcock Hall
I love you -ANNE
DZ Neighbons - 411) flOOR -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!
You'RE the best - AES
- Happy Valer-itiNe's Day, you
hUNk Of bunNiNg love!
P.S. will you be oun ValeNtiNE?
P.S.S. XX00
PumpkiNheab, Bung, BatmaN,
taito, aNO Jim. We miss you at
Gebby's.
r. Hockey faNS.
'Co Walt -
ONly a Gob-like stallioN like
younself DESERVES a loviNg
valeNtiNe's
rtie ginls Of KNOX.
jaN -
How's youn loNg-awaileb
ValeNtiNe! I hope this bay goes
by Really fast fOR you 4 woN't
be as bat) as you thought.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!
LOVE, KaneN.
Banbie -
Happy V-Day aNb B-Day
I love you, ED
1.Y -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day aNO
St ANNIVERSaRY!
IOVE you, A Sigma Nu
to tun q -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
Wye, Paula
Rob aNO SpiN -
thaNks fOR puttiNg up With
ME fOR 4 yeans. MiSS you
guyg wheN you gnabuate  
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
Love ya, tuNe'
ZEE WAtER EN yllgE
to thE YOUNG laby at the Sat.
penfonmaNce IN the 2ND ROW,
fRONI (yes you). I'm sonny I
left at INIERMISSION, but if
youn iNtenesteb how about
MectiNq ME fOR JUNO)
SOMEtiME? I thought 1 caught
a smile, what the hell ills
ValeNtiNes Day. You caN
Reach ME thRU the DMC office.
N.G.
JRP
DestiNy bnaws us togethen.
DoN't fight it.
1M
. =
The A
1
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F.
WaNt to neab me a bebtime
stony? theN I caN GiVE you
YOUR valeNtiNe.
Love t.
Happy ValeNtiNes bay to the
love Of my life, my piN-mate
aNO my best fREINO. You'ne the
best!
FOREVER, LISA
Manic),
I'm thiNkiNg Of what coulb
have beeN. (on what coulb be)
E.C.
RL-W,
I hope OUR love will coNtiNue
to qnow StRONcER even), bay.
YOU'RE my best fRIENb. 1 IOVE
-17— You. Happy ValeNttNCS ua
aNb two-yean aNNivensany.
.
Love, ICERRI-Cub
Matt,
I wish 1 kNew what YOU'RE
thiNkiNg. Rememben 1 cane aNb
YOU'RE special to me. Happy
ValeNtiNe's!!
Chnis.
to Biljy WaYrie._
I just waNteb to let you kNOW
•Illat. the last yean with you has
beeN evenythiNg I hopeb it
WOUlt) be,
Love always, SNuggle
MoNstEn
ReNee(Rae)
Happy ValeNtiNe's bau baby!
1-4-3 fOREVER Pooky! IN a
moob? Happy V. Day to all the
noomies!!
KELL
Hello thene SNugglebuNs,
All I waNt fOR V-bay is some
fuNfetti aNb you.
just say si PAW. 'CAUSE I'm
always nicK.--
mE--
to au tbe guys with
QiTtlfRiENDS,
What is the big bear Abmit it!
tineb Of beiNg lieb to
Pizza-Hcab
ValeNtiNe's Day isN't
the same without
you hene.
I miss you!
I love you.
Miss lab), legs.
-
tanb -
I've got a secnet!
Love, Max
Mookie-Mooki -
I love you s0000 much!
FROM YOUR little sisten,
Pookie-PumpkiN-hcab.
to my fellow poopen-pukens
(Jule aNO Peggy) Melte ane a lot_
Of NICE ONE'S Out !PERE aneN't
thene? Go get 'cm qinls! Hope
you both have a happy ValeN-
tiNe's Day.
EileeN
P.S. -Do you kNow the COR-
RECt pnotocol.
Al 'Reggac MaN-13; -
You have the cutest
DITLITINTaRR. Uctuy. rilUyb ANC/
kisses.
Otis
MS.-
INFAtUNCED!
GUESS WHO?
to Crooblit
Happy 2 yeans!!!
.Love, tReva  
to Banb aNO -
CoNgnatulatioNs ON you
ENga.QEMENt!
ENjOy ValeNtiNe's Day!
LOVE Always, Melissa.
to ShanoN -
triaNkS fOR makiNg tbe big
chaNge I love you.
— Rick
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day Bobby,
Such SWEEINESS!
YouRS, 'Luvvy'
to. Dave aNO BniaN
Climb up my fiRE escape wit)
take me away sometime. just
boN't wake up RaneN!
BniaN's 'Little Sis'
to Matt -
It's beeN a lONE tiME. Maybe
WE COUR) 00 SOMMiNg
sometime
Kanla
CiNby -
Happy 2 1st binthbay aNO
- coNGRatulatioNs ON YOUR
to the womaN IN the fRONt
ROW Of CHF351 With the loNg
DROWN bail:: I love youn SMilE.
to Mande -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
Love you, Kib.
FROM c.t.
to Nikki,
I miss you aN0 waNt you to
kNow I'M thiNkiNq Of you ON
ValeNtiNe's Day.
Love, BRUCE.
KEN Nell'),
Happy ValeNtiNe's bay, you
adze the best thiNg that even
happeNeb to my life.
LOVE always. IENNifER.
3H 4 2F, 
, -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day. You
ane teRnific fnieNbs
leNNifen.
eNgagemeNt.
Va.lenie.launte 4 lo0i
Amy -
Roses ane net,
Violets ane blue
I have lo iNches
Just on you!
Love, Doucie
Happy v-Day Sheena toNto.
Love, Speckeit.
Dal -
Hope you eNjoyeb the
weekeN0 aNlo WE Will OM) tiME
to make it WORk
EM
ChickeN N0001€ Soup,
You caN put youn spooN IN
MY bowl aNytime: Happy
ValeNtiNe's Day!
HEI -
Hene's to coot) fRIENI)S aN0
chilly mallanb ON ValeNtiNe's
Day!
Shelby
Michelle A. -1-
y1 fouNO out about you, you-- Be m ValeNtiNe, you hot
kNow about me...boN't be blue; tamale
FRIENDS, 1 oNly waNt to be. Love, Mank S
-S-
_
•
13
to PiNk -
Happy Day
Love, ItyaN
to Buckwheat -
i WON the Megabucks!
(Sonny, bat' joke.)
Love, Roach
to DaN'l -
You may Not be hene
physically, but you'ne always
tiERE IN spinit. MissiNg
yuLai VVVIU2C Wart VIN. I IVVIC
YOU; KNock 'em beat' aNb
Bnigham WOMEN'S.
Love Roach.
Chnissy -
1 love you. Let's live togethen.
PumpkiN-bRaiN XXX000
ShaNNoN (Bub),
Hene's to baviNg speNt the
best times Of my life with
you aND lookiNg fORWaRt) to
all the NEW, biffERENt, aNb
best times. How about a Night
Of oNly caNbles aNb music?
With all my love.
Dean Rachel,
My love on you is Nevelt EN-
OiNg. 1 hope thiNgs wonk out
so that we caN speNb the nest
Of OUR bays togethen. --JO-
] love you, Steve.
--
to ZiN, 50, 40, aNb tuNg,
2 aNO a half moNths left.
BiNq0.
1.C.
'
to my Roommates fOR NO
MaSON
wishiNg you the best Of
ValeNtiNe's. Have a Nice bay!
Oh yes, the same to the boys
FROM ROOM 5.
-N •
Mank,
Happy ValeNtiNe's bay hoN!
I'm glab you biON't wait on
tobay to give me my RiNg.
is the best ValeNtiNe's Day
even because I'm yowls aNb
you'Re miNe - fiNally aNb
foneven. I We you.
SusaN.
Scamp
OUR love Will get us thnougb
aNy futune hanbships. I love
YOU aNb will always.
P.
or
Ip 
-.4
-
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Shelby -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day! I
Love You. 19 MORE MONtt7S.
JODY.
MIK1 -
It pas beeN 4 yeans. I love
YOU MORE each bay. qoob luck
aften cnabuatioN.
Hawaii will be a blast.
Love ya, Petem
to -
All the guy's aND QiRl'S ON trT
3RID flOOR Of DUNN Hall. t
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day,
Doug.
to Penk -
'Sex' has bee N cneat with you!
tr; • rZig= dwroorg..rcor
Owns!
Kanla
to my sNugglebuNNy
WishiNg you a Happy ValeN-
tiNe's Day, eveN though you
axe so fan away. I'm glab to
kNow that you me MINE.
YOU'RE my foneven ValeNtiNe.
Love always. YOUR
sNugclebuNNv.
to -
the gin] IN M CHF-3 51 class
whose fiTiSt Name is thE &We
as the pnofesson's.
Clue...you'ne fROM SWEDEN Be
valeNtiNe.
CrMaN
ANDREA: Dneamy weekeNbs
IN YOUR EYES.
MARYBECH: KNotteb IN such
emotioNal ties.
LEE: Shabows Of WaRMM
SPOW NO SIGN
MICH: But still 1 seNb this
ValeNtiNe.
,)).B.
C.R. -
My IOW FOR you is tnue,
But thenes NOMINg 1 ca N bo,
Because youn boyfnieNbs ON
the football team,
ANID he's bigGen thaN ME aNb
you
LB
CrtmisttaN -
I WISI, mat evenYoNe tab
someoNe like you.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!
1 IOW you MORE, Liza jaNe
SCK -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
I Love You, BRC
giNgen -
Please be my ValeNtiNe!
You kNow I always loveb you!
qilligaN
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day, Kell
You ane aN awesome
noomie.
Luv ya',
Little ONE
Jack -
My boyfnieNbs back NOW!
Hey Now! Hey Now!
My boyfnieNbs back!!!
Sonny, Happy ValeNtiNes
without me.
-RN.
FRANK -
Roses an net)
Daffobils wilt
My thoughts Of you,
CONSUME MC with guilt
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
SaNby
SusaN F.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
BniaN S.
DeaR GaGgi,
thene will always be a
place IN MY heant FOR you
LOVE Always,
jimt•ty
leaNNe -
Happy ValeNtiNe's bay aNb
ANNivensany
Uwe B
tommy, Mike, Jim, Joe, tylen,
johN B., JohN P., OEN - Happy
ValeNtiNe's Day
Love the LebaNese QUEEN
to the Cnosby St. cinls
Happy V. Day
ASC
Happy V-Day.
Rememben, bait) is
beautiful.
Love ya'
-A
tommy c. -
the past wan with you has
bEEN ME best yean Of my life.
am lookiNg fonwanb to MANY
MORE. I Will JOVE you fOREVER.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day.
Shanky
I will melt with you Lisa
Doug
'People IN the same family ane
nanely
bonN uNben the same ROOF.'
Richanb Bach.
I guess we just got lucky.
Matthew, ANbneaN, Rachel.
I love you, LORiN.
LF. -
Roses ane net)
Violets ane blue
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
By the way -WE'RE thnouGh
S.P. -
About OUR RelatIoNsblp
I thiNk thene's a glitch
You thiNk YOU'RE WONDERfUl
I thiNk you'ne a b—
Sam
LD -
Steak aNb Sex
Oun favonite paiN
We have them both the
Same way -
VeRy
IP
Many -
I boN't kNow what you WERE
boiNg last Night, but I was
feebiNg the sheep! YOUR Still
My ValeNtiNe!
Joseph
Sue -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!
Love, ANby
It's beeN
what bo you say?
Have a happy
ValeNtiNe's Day.
Kate
WeNby -
My heard is full Of paiN,
Let me kNow about youn
boyfTtiENID,
WheN he leaves ac,aiN.
Happ7VaLeNtiNe's Day!
Dave
Deb -
How much bo I love thee.
Let me couNt the ways
ONE by Night, aNb
two by bay.
Chuck
thene's somethiNg I Really
like about you. I just caN't put
MY fiNcER ON it.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day.
-R
L.M.R -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
Roomie!
Love, ENO
Happy ValeNtiNes Day! Canol,
SUZaNNE aNb Lisa. You guys
ane ME best.
Love ya, Kim
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!
I love you, hoNey!
-c
K -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!
I Love you NOW aNb
Foneven!!!
-L
to the Newt WomaN:
You've mabe mc so ...veny
happy!!
I'm so glob I've met you!!
Love ONE half a twiN
Mank HENDERSON -
YOU iNcnebibly hot geology
maN!
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!
-K
1,M.M. -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day aNb
six moNth aNNivensany
Mickey- --
You MEAN the wonlb to me!
Youn my valeNtiNe!
I love you, tiggen
Zoe -
MoNkey See
MONkey Do
I kNow I caN't
But lb like to!
Love aNb Kisses -Pency
Bent -
Roses ane net)
So ane alot Of OttiER thiNgs
Last Night IN bet),
You bnoke my spniNgs
Dee
ram -
WheN it's iNevitable,
nelax aNto eNjoy it.
-Stacy
to the BaNQOR Staff -
1 Really Mi,ss you all,
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!
ANby
Th
ws.
1
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Yvill -
Happy VD! I yuv you
buNches!
Love you most favonitest
noomic!
WI lb
DFA -
I love you MORE thaN the
ENtine UNIVERSE put tOGEIIIER
Cannot Lop aNb HeNni
Dean Douq -
Whet.' you fiNally ONO
younself, you'ne IN on a biq
bisappoiNtmeNt.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
aNyway,
Chenyl
to the bloNbe I met at El
CtKepos last Fnibay
Be my ValeNtiNe. Meet me IN
TOE back booth ON Web. Night,
if youn iNtenestet1
the guy with the spikeb
hain
Pt.
YOU u WERE always a
NymphomaNiac uNtil
YOU met ME. What happeNeb?
IR
CRYSLAL -
HistoniaNsWillShub-
benAs'CheyWniteAboutOun
CollabonatioN.HALE
ANDKILL1LheneW11lAlway5Be
LhiNqsLoBneak!PenhapsWe
ShallBneakLhem'Coqethen.
SEVEN?
the Pnime MiNisten
SteVe R. -
I'm glab you weNt aflen me
because you qot me! this past
yean has beeN lots Of fUN.
LhaNks fOR beiNg such a gneat
fnieNb/...I love you!
Deb
DIANE •
Liffelyas become expoNeNtial-
ly betten, IN a mathematical
S EN SE;-$INCIF I met you. aut
math isN't my stnoNq suit. So
to put it IN my tows; nouNb
two will be Killen!!
Love. LEX
Debbie
hope you have a ncat
ValeNtiNe's Day. LookiNg
fonwanb to SEEING you.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day.
1 love you, Enic
MaineTech Business Center
* Professional Resume Service
* Typing Service
* Copies Made
866-3795
Al-nblarioo
The following financial aid advertisement
ran incorrectly on Wednesday, February 7.
The FAF mailing deadline is February 15,
not April 15, as stated.
"NIIPP""
Paul -
YOUR IOVE is full Of POWER
but it lasts oNly a Quanten Of
aN 001111
NOW EVERYtniNg'S GONE SOUR
So qo take a colt) showen
All my love, jeNNicen
Juliet -
I've beeN tnyiNq to Reach you
all week! Coulb you please
OPEN the WINDOW?
Romeo
tnisl -
Rememben Not to stneak IN
public. You'll SO Off TOE ViSual
ly activateb ORE alanms
to the labies Of 2-East -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
- FROM ONE Of the.quys
ON 2-Nonth
lOseph -
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!
All my love.
YOUR MillIOWN cinl
RhoNba -
Blow JohN Off aNO manny me!
Guess who!
YOUR nuccie SMUGGle PAUGGIC
wumps LOVES you sibeways
eight
Laby Gobiva -
1 IOVE YOUR NEW haiRcut,
please be my ValeNtiNe.
Sue -
I boN't kNow what to Do
1 Really love you
Bat YOUR fathen says we'ne
thnu
Citaig
to: W., 1., D..
LhaNks fOR !WING Gneat
Roommates!
Love. M.
Dave, I'm pneqNaNt. Happy
ValeNtiNe's Day to you too.
Manqanet
Jeff -
You'll always be my oNly
love. LhaNks fOR loviNg me.
I love you!
Yowls foReveR. MAY
THE HAIR HUT
Hair and Tanning Salon
This areas most complete hair & tanning salon
3 Wolfe Tanning Units & 5 Creative Stylists
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS WITH STUDENT I.D. AND COUPON!
PRECISION HAIRCUTS.
Womens-$10.00 Reg $12.00
Mens-$8.00 Reg $10.00
TANNING  
I month unlimited $30.00
10 visits only 120.00
Vito
,
47 MAIN RD. MILFORD, ME. 827-6723
Just 1.9 miles from Old Tbwn Shop & Save or
1.5 miles from center of Old Tbwn MOSISMIN/
-
"Great necessities
call forth great leaders."
Abigail Adams
The Office of New Student Programs is seeking
energetic, enthusiastic, and dedicated individuals to apply for
17 STUDENT ORIENTATION LEADER positions
for the 1990 New Student Orientation Program.
As a STUDENT ORIENTATION LEADER you will:
• Gain extensive knowledge about the University of Maine.
• -Improve your leadership and communication skills.
• Work as a team with a wide variety of individuals.
• Discover new opportunitie5,and possibilities.
• Build your self-confidemi.
• Strengthen your connection to the University and its
people, programs, and services.
• Enhance your resume.
SUMMER ORIENTATION
June 7-29, 1990
(includes training)
FALL ORIENTATION
August 30-September 3, 1990
(includes training)
SALARY
Summer Program Only $750.00
Both Programs $1,000.00
Applications and additional information are available in the
New Student Programs Office, 217 Chadbourne Hall, 581-1826.
The deadline for applications is March 1, 1990 at 4:00 p.m.
-4
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Lewis is new dining director
By Simon Varne)
Staff Writer
UMaine has a new meal maestro, Jon
J. Lewis. As Residential Life dining ser-
vices director, Lewis will look to in-
crease revenues of food facilities and
widen services offered to students.
Lewis will be responsible for oversee-
ing residence hall commons, Memorial
Union dining services, campus catering,
and the financial management of these
services.
"I hope to move an already good
department to a nationally recognized
dining service," Lewis said.
The myriad of food service magazines
and pamphlets its the dining services of-
fice should provide enough information
to. base any thrust toward national _
reccaknition. Advertisers advocate their =-
products; this should be in your--
restaurant, or in Lewis' case, your din-
ing commons.
"Dressing with good taste," said a
up a tolerance. "I don't notice the
smell," he said, "I have to eat it three
times a day."
Lewis would like to see the dining ser-
vices of UMaine in the same league as
those of University of Southern Califor-
nia. How he plans to go abotii-ihat,
however, remains to be revealed. Lewis
said he would be willing to unvail some
of his ideas in the near future.
Lewis did express concern over space
and facilities in the Memorial Union.
"This campus definitely needs more
union space, and the facilities are total-
ly inadequate."
Lewis said the Memorial Union is los-
ing revenue and the cash operations with
thebuilding_shauld be doubled.
"I can see new exciting facilities in
that building," he said. Lewis envi-
sioned better facilities fotstudy and free
The union was originally constructed
to accommodate 5,000 people, and that
is no longer sufficient for the needs of
Lilfic.
Stan Waterman
The master of cinematography
d giv-es—arrinstete—
look at the business of making movies.
Tuesday Feb. 20, 8:00pm 
Maine Center for the Arts
Free Admission
today's 13,000 UMaine community.
A new referendum question should be
developed by the Facilities Planning
Transition Team, a committee respon-
sible for the planning of the new union,
later this semester.
David Rand, Memorial Union direc-
tor and member of the committee, said
"It's not a matter of if it will happen,
but when it's going to happen."
The proposed student union will be
130,000 square feet, nearly three times
the size of the current structure.
Lewis' principle task will be to find
the best possible meal deal for students
who eat in the commons. "We need to
address'the meal plan and the variety it
can provide"" he said.
Lewis explained two types of -meal
plans: mandatory and declining balance.
UMaine operates the mandatory plan.
purchase a 14 or 21 meal plan. Under
the declining balance plan, students pays
for what they eat; big eaters pay more
than light eaters.
He said the current meal plan has to
be reviewed and if it turns out this is the
best possible plan, then he will go from
there.
Before coming to UMaine, Lewis was
the big cheese at University of the
Pacific in Stockton, Calif. since 1982.
He has been the recipient of six national
menu and event awards and was judg-
ed to have the best residence hall menu
natidawide in 1986. • -
."It _is_a_Aery high honor," he said,
"You are judged to be the best by your
own peers. It promotes the university,
which in turn builds your reputa-
tion."
Lewis ran student union food service
operations at California State University
in Los Angeles and was the ad-
ministrator responsible for a residence
hall facility serving 2,000 students at
Northern Illinios University in Dekalb,
III., in addition to his experience at
UPacific. (see UNH page 18)
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that memorial
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to the American
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T7-7-
UMaine beats Lowell,
Bears earn home ice
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
The University of Maine hockey team
clinched home ice for the Hockey East
playoffs last night with a 7-2 win over
the University of Lowell.
UMaine head coach Shawn Walsh
said, "We played a solid game. Our
guys wanted home ice for the playoffs
and we got
UMaine, ranked fourth in the NCAA
Division I hockey poll, upped their
record to 26-7-2 12-5-1 in1-1E. Lowell
dropped- to 13-1T-42;"519-2 in—fhe
conference.
The Black Bears jumped out to an
early Mlead in The first period as-they
outshot Lowell 19-7.
Sophomore Keith Carney got ' the
scoring started just 1:02 into the game
when Randy Olson got the puck over to
Brian Straub. Straub passed the puck to
Carney who shot it past a screened Mark
Richards to get his second goal of the
season.
- Stvve-Widrneyer made it 2-0 four and
a half minutes later when he took the
puck off a faceoff in the Lowell zone
and wxisted_a_shot to the right side of
the net.
UMaine got a three-goal lead on
freshman Dan Murphy's first collegiate
goal. Murphy shot the puck from the
left point and the puck somehow made
it through a group of players in front of
the net.
"It felt good. It's been a long
time," Murphy said. "We've got
home ice for the playoffs ancLwe're hap-
py."
Lowell got to within one at the end
of the first period with goals by Bren-
dan Flynn and Don Parsons.
Parscrns' goal was scored with just
three seconds left in the pei;od. He
skated in on a three-on-two, took a pass
on the right side and beat King to make
it 3-2.
Walsh said his team played a good
firgt period and was surprised they were
only. oP-bY a goal.
"We played a very, very strong first
period. But Lowell is a very scrappy
team and they kept it-to within one
- —
guar.
UMaine added goals by Brian
Downey in the second period and Scott
Pellerin in the beginning of the third
period to get the lead up to 5-2.
However, at 12:34 of the third,
sophomore center Mike Barkley missed
a check and slammed into the boards,
injuring himself in the process.
Walsh said Barkley suffered a burner,
a common injury to hockey and foot-
ball players, where the arms become
numb due to the -hit-to the neckand ---
shoulders.
"He had a burner," Walsh said.
"He did have numbness in the arms but
he could move them.."
UMaine added two more goals in the
third period, just 33 seconds apart, to
make the final score 7-2.
Senior goaltender Scott King turned
away only 12 shots in pushing his record
to 14-5-2. Lowell goalie Mark Richards
made 32 saves.
The Black Bears finished 9-0-1 on
their recent 10 game homestand and will
face New Hampshire and Boston Col-
lege this weekend.
Alley considers move
to Husson College
University of: Maine head
basketball coach Rudy Keeling
and Associate Athletic Director
Linwood Carville have formal-
opinion that attending a smaller
schoofmight be more a-thra-n-
tageous to him," says Keel-
ing. "Ray is a great kid who
ly given permission for had a promising future here.
freshman Raymond Alley to But I want to do what Ray
talk to Husson College basket'—Thinks is best for Ray Alley. "
Alley, the Maine high school
career scoring leader with 2,306
points, played just two games
for the Black Bears, before con-
tacting mononucleosis.
"Ray came into a difficult
situation, trying to unseat an
established player like Marty
Higgins," says Keeling. "But
without his sickness, Ray would
have been contributing to our
team right now."
"I wasn't unhappy with the
basketball team at Maine, "
says Alley. "Coach Keeling and
the assistants and the players
were great. l never really got a
chance to find out if I could
make it at Maine because I was
sick. I think it is obvious that
if basketball was my-only con-
cern, I'd play here next year to
prove I could make it."
for." Alley says he has contacted
-Keeling agree4--that—AlleacGregor about the_poss.
disappointments with the ty-of taking classes and playing
University of Maine concerned basketball at the NAIA school
the size of the school and not next year and would like to
the basketball program. enroll at Husson as soon as
"Ray came to me with the possible.
ball coach Bruce McGregor
regarding the possibility of
transferring to the Bangor
school.
Alley, a native of
Vinalhaven, a small island with
a year-round population of
2,000 cites the desire to attend
a schooliwith a smaller environ-
ment tlpri he found at the
University of Maine as his
reason for his search for a dif-
ferent school.
UMaine, with an enrollment
of 12,800 students is fifteen
times the Husson enrollment of
850 day students.
"I was looking for a smaller
school," says Alley. "I guess
I was just overwhelmed by the
size at Maine. I think Husson
or a school like Husson is the
size of school I was looking
17
Kent Salfi and the University of Maine hockey team defeated Lowell Tuesday 7-2
finishing a 10-game homestand with a 9-0-1 record. photo by Scott LeClair
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Women's hoop faces UNH 
By Beth Staples
Staff Writer
As the University of Maine
women's basketball team
prepares to take on the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire tonight
at 7:30 p.m. in the Bangor
Auditorium, UMaine coach
Trish RoWti- is caution-MY--
optimistic.
"If you look at the scores of
opponents we have played
twice, we won the first games
by large margins, but the se-
cond games have been a lot
closer," she said.
Seven days ago, the Black
Bears blew out UNH in
Durham 70-49.
Tonight, Roberts said the
Wildcats know what to expect
from them. "They will be bet-
ter prepared because they have
a game film and they will be
tougher to beat," she said.
Three olh-er North Atlantic
Conference opponents have
been just that.
While the Black ' Bears
defeated Colgate University by
23 (77-54) in their first meeting,
they nipped the
Lady Raiders by eight, 69-61,
eight days later.
Against Northeastern
University,LIMaine cruised to
a 69-37 --vIatiry in Boston,
before overcoming a one-point
halftime deficit to post an
18-point win in "the Pit."
The victory margin versus the
--University of Vermont in Burl-
ington was 26, but the Black
Bears only managed a 10-point
victory against the Catamounts
in Bangor Saturday.
Jenny Yopp, UMaine
graduate assistant coach, said
everybody played and played
well against UNH last week.
• Rachel Bouchard, who
_posted 25 points and grabbed
_11 boards versus the Wildcats,
was named NAC Player of the
Week for her performance.
Cathy laconeta popped in 11
points, Julie Bradstreet con-
tributed 10, and Tracey
Frenette added eight for the
balanced UMaine attack in
-Durham. ,
Roberts said her team's
player-to-player defensive ef-
fort was a key to the victory.
"We Played very good&rense.
In games that we play good
defense, we play very good of-
fense," she said.
"Our feet are moving on
defense and that carries over to
the offense."
UNH coach Kathy Sanbort
said she was pleased with her
team's overall effort against the
Black Bears, but that the
Wildcats needed to improve
their rebounding.
"As a team we played very
well, although the score didn't
indicate that. We only had nine
turnovers the whole game.
That's the lowest all season,"
she said.
"We certainly have our
hands full. Maine has a great
ball team. We need to rebound
better, not necessarily
dominate, but to remain in con-
trol. "
The 9-12 (5-3 NAC) Wildcats
were paced by first-year player
Laura Seiden's 16 points in
their first meeting with the
Bears.
Seidert, a forward, leads the
team in scoring with 18.7 ppg.
Senior tricaptain Deb Dorsch,
a preseason All-NAC selection
averages 12.7 ppg, and guard
---M4-7 Donlon contributes
9.7ppg and 4.5 apg.
The 22-game series between
—411
ar.
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Tyson knockout still unbelievable sight
News Analysis
By Alex Pierpaoli
Volunteer Writer
I saw it. but I could not believe it. In
fact, even now it's difficult to swallow.
James (Buster) Douglas is the new
Heavyweight Champion of the World.
In Saturday night's heavyweight title
bout in Tokyo, a fight that Sylvester
Stallone couldn't have choreographed
any better. Mike Tyson was expected to
blast through Douglas in the Champ's
trademark smash-em, bash-em 90 se-
cond knockout style. But Iron Mike
Tyson was in for a big and painful
surprise.
From the opening bell Tyson was fac-
ed with Ilk ni a ht rn2re cumoneat. lames.
Douglas did what no other man has
been able to do. Douglas was not in-
timidated .by the fearsome champion
and throughout most of the fight he was
the aggressor.
Douglas didn't really brawl with
Tyson, nor did he out-slick him in a
display of boxing skill. Instead, Douglas
stood his ground and _ consistently
bounced left-right combinations off of
Tyson's face. By the fifth round Tyson's
left eye was almost swollen shut from
the stinging right crosses that Douglas
was able to nail Tyson with, almost at
will.
-The-former champion looked stale
and uninterested from round one.
Tyson's usual rapid-fire, multi-punch
combinations were absent as was his
defensive upper-body movement. Tyson
seemed reluctant to throw any power
punches and spared Douglas the torture
of any Tyson body-shots.
In the eighth round, when he was in
trouble along the ropes, Tyson was able
to floor Douglas with a major-league
right uppercut. But with only seconds to
go in round eight, Douglas was able to
return to his corner and clear his head.
Tyson, a merciless finisher, had
nothing to give Douglas in the pain-
department in the ninth. But what did
occur was an incredible see-saw round
where each fighter tried to shift the
momentum of the fight in his favor. By
the round's end, Douglas had come
back to rock Tyson and knock him off
balance. Tyson returned to his corner
obviously hurt.
On this night James Douglas would
not be denied.- In round 10, Douglas did
the Impossible. Me pursued Tyson and
finished him with a combination of pun-
ches that began with a right uppercut
and ended with a left-hook. Tyson col-
lapsed itra heap ovelbotiglitcorner.
Iron Mike fumbled about on the canvas
trying to replace his mouthpiece which
had been blasted out. Tyson, clearly
cuncussed, failed to beat the count and
boxing fans had witnessed the biggest
upset in history. Douglas held his arms
up victoriously and was swarmed by his
elated corner. A beaten Tyson was em-
braced by his trainers who all shared the
same "what the hell happened" look.
If the fight had taken place in the U.S.
a riot would surely have occurred, but
in Tokyo the crowd's reaction was best
described as ` `shocked.'
James Douglas dedicated the victory
to his mother who died just last Month
at the age of 46 of cancer. Douglas was
faced with other personal traumas which
he was able to set aside and focus on
winning the heavyweight title.
Aside from the death of his mother,
his wife left him and the mother of his
STRIPES
• 1,
When: Feb. 14th. Wed. and Feb. 15th, Thurs.
Where: 130 Little Hall
Time: 7:00pm and 9:00pm
FREE ADMISSION!
A hilarious movie
with Bill Murray about
his antics in the army.
Presented by:
A residents
on
campus440
child was recently discovered to be ter-
minally ill. Fittingly, the man to beat
Mike Tyson is a man who, like the
former champ, is able to deal with life
inside the ring a lot easier than life out-
side the ring.
True, Douglas did not beat Tyson at
his best but it was Douglas who made
Tyson look even worse. For Mike Tyson
the thing he can do now is reconcile his
differences with estranged trainer Kevin
Rooney.
Had Rooney been in Tyson's corner
there is no telling what would have hap-
pened. But the inexperienced trainers,
Jay Bright and Aaron Snowell, could
not deal with the crises that occurred
Saturday-night. One thing is for sure,
with Rooney in the corner things cer-
tainly could not have been any worse.
The knockout of Mike Tyson is
shocking enough. But now, as always
present in boxing, comes the controver-
sy. After a protest lodged by Don King,
boxing's three governing bodies review-
ed Tyson's eighth round knockdown of
Douglas. Both the World Boxing Coun-
cil (WBC) and the World Boxing
Association (WBA) have vacated their
heavyweight titles because the count
Douglas received when down in the
eighth was too long.
'Douglas kayoes Tyson' sounded im-
possible last week. But the human spirit --- —
doesn't know the word impossible and
Douglas'victory proved that despite in-
surmountable odds the underdog can
StIll do the unthinkable, _-
Ladies and gentlemen we have a new
Heavyweight Champion. Congratula-
tions James (Buster) Douglas.
Scholar-Athletes honored
Scholar-Athlete Recognition Awards
will be presented to 48 University of
Maine student-athletes who achieved at
least a 3.0 grade point average during
the past academic year in a ceremony on
Wednesday night at the Bangor
Auditiorium.
The presentation will take place at
halftime of the UMaine-UNH women's
basketball game, and will be tel
live on Channel Two in Bangor and
Channel Six in Portland at approximate-
ly 8:15 p.m.
Bronze medallions will be presented
to each of the 48 scholar-athletes by Dr.
John Hitt, Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Dr. Holly Lehnhard, Chair
of the Athletic Advisory Board. This is
the first annual scholar-athlete night,
and in future years two-time award win-
ners will receive silver medallions and
three-time winners gold medallions.
Margaret Zillioux, the academic sup-
port coordinator for the athletic depart-
•-U 14-14 
ment cites the recognition of student-
athletes academic accomplishments as a
main' reason why she initiated this
program.
"There is a lot of recognition of
athletic skills, however, people often
lose sight that these individuals are
students as well. It is quite a feat to ex-
cel both in the classroom and on the
playing field, and we feel that t
student-athletes who combine excellence
in each should be acknowledged,"
said Zillioux. She also hopes that this
award ceremony can grow in future
years. "Hopefully it will become com-
petitive among the athletes, and get in-
creasing reinforcement for their
academic success."
The top male and female academic
teams will also be recognized at the
ceremony. The women's basketball
team and men's cross country squad will
receive these team honors.
UMaine and UNH is knotted at 11
apiece.
Sanborn, who recruited and landed
senior Meagan Lane of Cony High
School in Augusta, said she had receiv-
ed a letter from her sister, Marcie Lane.
Marcie Lane is currently "indefinite-
ly suspended" from the Boston Univer-
sity women's basketball team for writing
a letter expressing a possible interest in
transferring to and playing for UNH.
"She has written to us indicating she
would like to have an opportunity to
talk with us about the possibility of
playing for us," Sanborn said.
(continued from page 17)
  
Four student-athletPs___ frnm
women's basketball team will be among
the 48 scholar
-athletes honored at
halftime of the UMaine-UNH game for
attaining a 3.0 grade point average dur-
ing the past academic year.
Tr -captain's Cathy laconeta (Educa-
_ tio_n), Beth Sullivan.(Education),_and
Rachel Bouchard (Psychology) will be
recognized for their achievements.
Karlsson (Education), a junior who
has been injured and not played since
December. will also be recognized. -----
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Black Bear baseball team's sights set high
By Erika Hurtubise
Staff Writer
The University of Maine baseball
team is optimistic and excited about the
season just a short three weeks away.
Perhaps the Black Bears' enthusiasm
stems from a spring trip to Hawaii,
California and Louisiana. But most like-
ly, their desire to excel this year stems
from having an abundance of talent and
the fact that, should the Black Bears
qualify for the Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference playoffs, UMaine
will be the host.
Whichever the case, UMaine head
coach John Winkin, the baseball staff
the thirty-player squad are excited
to start the season, promptly beginning
March 3 at the University of Hawaii.
"The starters are pretty well set, "
said UMaine Head Coach John Winkin.
— This year's Squad has anabundant mix
of veterans and fresh talent to provide
It's official:
NEW YORK (AP)- Now, the boxing
world agrees: Buster Douglas is
heavyweight champion.
And there apparently is agreement on
another front: His first challenger will
be Mike Tyson.
Doiighs-Tysonli-carne close to-clear-
ing the final hurdle Tuesday when
Evander Hollyfield's manager, Ken
Sanders, said in Atlanta that his boxer
probably would step aside to allow the
rematch.
Billionaire developer Donald Trump
says Douglas-Tyson 11 will be June 18
in Atlantic City, although Douglas has
not signed a contract.
In fact, Douglas only learned hours
earlier that he was Undisputed champion
when the World Boxing Association
became the last of the sport's three ma-
jor governing bodies to recognize his
10th-round knockout of Tyson on St-
day inin Tokyo.
"We don't have a rematch now,"
Don King, Tyson's promoter and ad-
iiid Tuesai at a news con-
ference. "We're trying to get one. The
-first-thing. we have to -11071s get a
rematch. As you know, the catching
comes before the hanging."
Tyson, who appeared with King at the
news conference, said his loss was "a
temporary, minor setback. I don't take
it to heart. I'll be the champion again.
I'm still one of the best fighters in the
world and- when the re-marcrccomes-VIT —
prove it."
"We've been approached to make a
UMaine enthusiasts with plenty of ex-
citement and the ingredients of another
winning season.
Winkin noted the outstanding play of
freshmen Shannon Knox, of Kingston,
New York, and Chad White, of Brewer,
Maine, who have both contributed
greatly to the Black Bears' lineup. The
first-year players have impressed Winkin
enough to earned starting positions.
Knox will start at second blse, while
White will hold the leftfield poskinn.
Other freshmen who have integrated
their talents into the UMaine squad are
pitchers Jason Dryswak, of Two Moun-
tains, Quebec, Ronnie Hewes, of
Brewer, Maine and Kevin Stollo of
Cheshire, Conn. The three players are
among a solid line of veteran hurlers.
Among returning pitchers, senior Ed
Therrien will hurl for the Black Bears,
providing he recovers from a nagging
back injury. Therrien earned 4-6-0
record last season and had a 4.38 ERA.
-Others veterans wno win oe on the
mound throughout the early season are
sophomores Mike, D'Andrea (7-4-0, 2.99
ERA), Larry Thomas (3-2-0, 4.09 ERA)
and Ben Burlingame (6-2-0, 4.09 ERA).
Robert Higgins and Ted Novio will pro-
vide long-relief pitching for UMaine,
while the stoppers will be senior Jim
Dillon and junior Chuck Nadeau. Dillon
will serve in an "all purpose" position
and as a fifth starter in the tournament,
Winkin said. At the infield positions,
senior captain Mike DeLucia will return
as UMaine's first baseman. Sophomores
Brian Seguin and Tim Scott will fill the
shortstop and third base positions,
respectively.
In the outfield, accompanying White,
sophomore Mark Sweeney will take
centerfield, while junior Gary Taylor
will start at rightfield. Junior Andrew
sophomores, who have benefited from
a year's maturity, and the juniors, who
are due to explode, are the key to the
offense," said Winkin.
March 3, the Black Bears will begin
the 1990 season in Hawaii. The squad
will play 13 games there before treking
to Fresno, California to play six games
in the Best of the West Baseball Classic.
The squad will then travel to Louisiana
before returning to the northeast.
The Black Bears' first home game is
set for April 7, a doubleheader against
the University of Vermont.
"We have a tough beginning
schedule," Winkin said. "It will be a
good test."
With UMaine a probable host for the
e.
dcigntd hitter  players seem to 
for UMaine. - be "motivated towards succeeding,"
Winkin is relying on the experience Winkin said. "This is a team, knowing
and maturity of the Upperclassmen and probably the ECAC tournament will be
the freshmen's enthusiasm to carry out here (provided the Black Bears make the
the new tfaitti-:- piayurtsi, 113 sleits set high, " lie
"You have to figure with key said.
Douglas new heavyweight champ
deal, by Don King, to step aside and
make way for the rematch," Sanders
said. "We're waiting for the contract
from him. If it's what they said it would
be, we probably would do it."
"They're just asking us to move it 
three or four months," Sanders said.
"It's a very good deal for us. We know
we're going to fight for the champion-
ship."
In his hometown of Columbus, Ohio,
Douglas said the main thing for him "is
that I am now looked upon as the
heavyweight champion of the world. It
was a lifelong dream come true, and I
thank God for that."
The International Boxing Federation
recognized Douglas as champion im-
mediately, and the World Boxing Coun-
cil extended recognition Monday night
after King, who promotes Tyson, drop---
ped a protest of the result.
"I never asked anybody to change the
decision," King said. "We just want a
first shot at a rematch."
Tuesday's edition of the New York
Times quoted Trump as saying: "We
tilde a_ deal a little while ago"- tcilost
the Tyson-Douglas rematch. The fight
could be held at Trump's Taj Mahal,
scheduled for completion this spring.
Hollyfield had a contract with
Trump, Dan Duva and King to fight
Tyson for the heavyweight champion-
ship in Atlantic City on  the_sarne date,
but Tyson no longer has the belts. So,
Hollyfield no longer has a contract. He
does, however, have the right as No. 1
A Luncheon Discussion Series
Thursdays Sutton Lounge
12:20 .to 1:30 p.m.
- Feb. 15
- -
WORKING CLASS POETRY AND ALIENATION:
A CANADIAN ANERICAN IN MAINE
Professor Jacques Ferland. Department of History
This noontime senes is being sponsored by
the Maine Peace Action Committee (MPAC)
and The Umon Board
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contender to the next title shot, which
he apparently will waive.
Trump vice president Gary Selesner
said Hollyfield would fight for $3
million. He would have gotten $12
million for a Tyson fight. 
"Right now, everything is in the talk-
ing stages, and negotiations are going
on, but nothing is firm," Duva said.
"The only thing firm is that Evander
Hollyfield is the mandatory challenger
for Buster Douglas."
"We're not ruling it out," he said
"We're just saying everything is
premature."
"I was upset about the fact that 1
wasn't looked upon as the total, un-
disputed heavyweight champion, and
now it seems like that's been cleared
up. "Douglas said. "As far as the rest
of it, that's still up in the air.
Tuesday morning, Binns caed the
Associated Wess to say: "The WBA has
declared Buster Douglas the champion.
It's just upon reflection that this is the
right decision." Binns said the deci-
sion was made after consulting with
WBA president Gilberto Mendoza, who
was still in Japan.
WBC president-Joi-e-Sulaiman said
late Monday that his organization was
not witholding title recognition of
Douglas, as he had indicated earlier.
Gold Futures
Save Up To '80 On Gold. Invest In Your Future.
Buy an ArtCarved college ring
Its a smart invest-
ment. Because _411
,ArtCarved
gold rings
are crafted with
the kind of quality
you can put stock into.
Each ArtCarved
college ring
comes with
a Full lifetime Warrant)
And AriCarved offers a
variety of men's and
women's styles-with
lots of options. (loos(
college memento
that grows more
valuable with time
Ask how you can
save on gold
accessories, too.
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UMaine men's hoop team travels to UNH
By Andrew Neff
Staff Writer
One down, four to go.
That's the way the University of
Maine men's basketball team can look
at its schedule for the next two weeks.
After defeating the University of Ver-
mont 74-73 Saturday in overtime', the
Black Bears will have a few days to
savor that much-needed victory before
traveling to Durham, N.H., Thursday
to take on the New Hampshire Wildcats.
Head coach Rudy Keeling called the
win over Vermont a very "big" one.
"It was one we needed," Keeling
said. "Without that win, it would have
been very ollasto-go down t6Wy
New Hampshire. That (win) gave us a
big boost."
Saturday's win gave UMaine a 4-4
record within the conference, good
enough for sole possession of fourth
place. Boston University (6-1) is first,
followed by Northeastern (6-2) and
Hartford (4-2). UMaine is 8-13 overall.
The Black Bears will need to win all
four of their remaining conference
games and get some help in the form of
upsets to move up in the standings.
"Obviously we'd like to be first but
fourth-place is realistic for us. Third...
we'll need some help," said Keeling.
Sizing up UNH, the Widcats are cur-
rently 4-17 overall and 2-5 in the
conference.
Freshman Pat Manor, a 6-5 guard, is
UNH's leading scorer. Manor is averag-
ing 11.6 points per game. Junior for-
ward Eric Thielen is averaging 11.3
points and 7.1 rebounds a game.
UMaine will counter with leading
scorer and captain Dean Smith (18.2
ppg. and 6.1 rebounds). Sophomore
Derrick Hodge is averaging 12.8 points
a game and is leading the team in steals
(37).
This will be the second meeting bet-
ween the two teams this season. The
Wildcats surprised the Bears 67-57 at the
Bangor Auditorium Feb. 7.
Will revenge be a motivating factor
for Keeling's Black Bears?
"It's not so much revenge, but the
fact that we need to win that's going to
motivate us," Keeling said.
UMaine is currently in the midst of a
seven-consecutive-games stretch against
North Atlantic Conference opponents.
"This is a big test for u4, " said
Keeling. "We're looking at it game-by-
game because any team can hurt you if
you look past it."
If the rest of the games on the
schedule weren't challenging enough,
the fact that three of the next four are
on the road should be.
"I'll tell you... To be honest, we've
played better on the road than we have
at home," said Keeling.
"The big thing is we need to find
some scoring out of one more spot. We
need to get some more defensive con-
sistency," he added.
Thursday's game at New Hampshire's
Lundholm Gymnasium starts at 7:30-
p.m.
GIVE US A-PIECE OF -AMR
MIND AND YOU MIGHT
WIN DINNER FOR TWO AT
JASMINE'S RESTAURANT
By filling out this survey you'll register to win a dinner for two at
Jasmine's from the Maine Center for the Arts.
Were a little surprised by the small number of UM students who take advantage of the free tickets to Maine
Center for the Arts events under the Comprehensive Fee program. We 'd like to know why.
Please take a few minutes to tell us what you think by filling in the survey below. Please be as open and honest
as possible. We really are Interested in your opinion.
To help make It worth your while to complete the survey, well draw one survey at random from all responses to
svIn dinner for two at jasmine's Restaurant In Orono.
Please return this survey to the Maine Center for the Arts (by campus mall or In person) or to the Information
Booth at the Memorial Union by Friday, February 16th. The winner will be notified and need not be present for the
drawing. Our drawing will be held Friday, February 16th at 4:30 p.m. Thank you for your help!
Please note: Your personal information will be used only for the drawing.
I Name: 
11 Address. 
I Phone. 
Lt 1st Year [ ISophomore j Junior I I Senior [ Graduate Student
• 
I. Have you ever attended a show at the Maine Center for the Arts? [ ] Yes [ I No
mmimmilitimiummmmmmMIIMMmamm.
Do you know that students can receive up to two free tickets each semester to shows at MCA?
[ ] Yes [ ] No
3. Have you picked up your free tickets this semester? I ] Yes [1 No
4. If pot, please tell us why:  
5. Do you know that students also receive discounts on most shows at MCA? [ ] Yes I I No
6. Have you attended any shows other than those you received free tickets for? [ ] Yes [ I No
7. If so, which ones? 
8. Do you know that students also receive free tickets to Maine Masque and Dance Division performances?
[ 1 Yes I No
9. What type(s) of shows have you enjoyed the most at MCA? (Please check all that apply)
[ ] Jazz [ I Rock [ I Opera [ ] Dance [ j Plays [ I Musicals [ I Comedy
Others? 
[ I Folk
11. What types of shows do you hope to see In the future at MCA? Please List.
12. Further Comments: 
ii----melammmwmmesimmummaimmmmmmmmmoimmiemmemall
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